Editorial

This Special Issue of the Mediterranean Journal of Social Sciences published by the Mediterranean Center for Educational and Social Research at Sapienza University of Rome, Italy is a collection of fifteen selected papers presented at the International Technology, Education and Environment Conference (TEEC2011) held at the Federal College of Education (Technical), Omoku-Nigeria.

The papers collated in this edition of MJSS is designed to expand the flow of ideas among social scientists and development scholars. Written by seasoned scholars, the were among the papers received by the International Scientific Committee.

Many individuals and organizations deserve gratitude for their support, partnership and cooperation. Special thanks go to the Provost, Management, Staff and Students of Federal College of Education (Technical), Omoku-Rivers State, Nigeria for providing the venue for the conference which led to the selection of papers that made this publication possible. The LOC Chairman, Dr S.E. Onuebunwa, the Vice-Chairman, Dr R.F. Quadri, the Secretary, Lady Doris Okoroh and the entire team deserves special commendation.

The expert editors and reviewers that provided detailed critiques of the essays improved the conceptual and technical mettle of the work. The respect for their knowledge and experience is immeasurable.

The authors whose view points are varied, deep and current provided a fascinating and apt contribution to knowledge. All in all, this publication is a reference for every development specialist, educator and social scientist.
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